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At a Glance

Problems in low resource languages -
•Collection and cleaning of data can be expensive.
•Often we find data which is either out-of-domain or have very little
in-domain data.

•This results in bad word language models.
Solution: Train LMs on smaller units; characters, phonemes, etc.
In this work, we show that with phoneme language models -
•We can do parameter sharing (Multilinguality).
•Better adaptation to a new language (Crosslingual Adapta-

tion).
•Decode with a targeted lexicon to get unseen words (Domain

Robustness)

Phoneme Level Language Models (PLMs)

The idea of PLMs is simple -
• Instead of training on characters, convert the words of any language
into their corresponding IPA symbol. [1]

•Use the phonemic transcriptions sequence of “characters” to train a
standard charLM. [2]

Multilinguality using PLMs

•Making one model for all languages could not be imagined with
word LMs as the sharing of words across language is quite low.

•PLMs present a unique opportunity to share parameters and
transfer knowledge from other languages.

We train the model on the phonemic transcription of each language
by keeping a shared phoneme space but individual word boundary,
<space>. We apply masked training approach to train the model -

ind = where(lang_mask = True)
logits = WoutLSTM(Emb(x1, . . . , xt−1)) + bout

sparse_softmax = softmax(gatherind(logits))

We can see that with Multilingual PLMs, we use 6 times fewer
parameters with almost the same performance.

PLM Small PLM Large Multi-PLM Large
# Params ∼0.4M×6 ∼4.5M×6 ∼4.6M
Javanese 3.91 3.80 3.80
Tagalog 3.62 3.43 3.46
Turkish 3.53 3.36 3.38
Kazakh 3.02 2.89 2.89
Swahili 3.63 3.44 3.50
Zulu 4.18 3.95 4.00

Table: PLM (Small and Large) and Multi-PLM (Large) perplexities for different
languages in the training set.

Crosslingual Adaptation of PLMs

• Multilingual PLMs show better adaptations to a new
language than training a new language model.

•Bigger improvements on smaller amounts of data.

Figure: PPL after adaptation of Multi-PLM to target languages on different amounts
of data. Multi-PLM outperforms PLM for small amounts of training data.

Targeted Decoding with PLMs

CTC based acoustic models typically use WFST based decoding [3] or
open vocabulary charLM decoding [2].
Open vocabulary decoding is not reliable in low resource
languages as it leads to incorrect OOV words. For example, in Zulu,
open vocabulary decoding gives 9% incorrect OOV words.
We propose a modification to better use our PLMs -
• Targeted decoding - We decode paths that only produce a valid
word.

•This allows us to control the words produced by the ASR
model.

• Better than CLM (6% avg). Almost as good as WFST.

Babel WFST CLM PLM
Languages Based Decoding
Cebuano 57.1 71.1 67.9
Mongolian 60.5 84.3 59.0
Amharic 57.2 64.8 57.6
Javanese 65.7 68.4 64.8
Tagalog 55.7 58.0 55.8
Kazakh 57.8 64.2 61.3
Turkish 56.9 58.5 59.4
Swahili 61.2 50.7 50.8
Zulu 65.2 75.3 63.7

Table: % WER on each languages using different kinds of decoding strategies.

Decoding under Low Resource Conditions

We study the robustness of our model for typical low re-
source challenges–
• Little training data: We see PLM based decoding is better than
WFST based decoding. This is due to bad word probabilities esti-
mates.

• Domain Mismatch: To test domain mismatched conditions we
train our model on Bible text and test on the in-domain conversational
data from Babel dataset.

We can see that PLM based decoding outperforms WFST
based decoding, showing its capability of generating words outside
language model training data by just using a targeted lexicon.

Babel WFST PLM
Languages Based Decoding
Cebuano 86.2 79.8
Javanese 93.1 80.8
Tagalog 83.4 68.9
Kazakh 78.3 72.5

Table: % WER using different decoding strategies on LMs trained on the Bible text.

Conclusion

In this work we propose a phoneme level language model and
show
XWith Multilingual PLMs we use 6 times fewer parameters.
XMultilingual PLMs adapt better to a new language in very low

resource settings.
XUsing PLMs with targeted decoding, affords significant gains over

open-vocabulary decoding
XOutperforms WFST in low resource conditions.
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